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ABSTRACT 

Durkh.,im ':; Suicide and C offman \ " Role Distance ' ' are re-examined t.o document a theo
n :t ical continuity in th(> two work,;. It is argurd that Coffman's essay can be sr"n as an ex ten
sion o f tlw conc.,pts and fram.,work originally used by Durkhr.im to explain social suicide rates. 
Tht· 5i?;nificanl alh'rat ions and devdopmcn ts introduced by C offman demonstral~ that this is 
not simpl y a "m..,chanical " applieation of an old theory to new data, but is in fact a develop
ment of th•· theoretical paradigm . 

Coffman's essay "Role Distance" (1961) has ocCal!ioned much good comment 
and secondary analysis including Rose Coser' s "Role Distance", Sociological 
Ambivalence, and T.-ansitional Status Systems" (1969). One aspect which has gone 
unnoticed, however, is the relationship between " Role Distance" and Durkheim's 
analysis of suicide. It is hoped that the tracing of this relationship may help to 
demonstrate that Goffman's work is not accurately pictured when it is seen merely 
as a collection of "insightful" observations, or examples of the "delightful" nuances 
of social life standing somewhere outside the realm of ''legitimate" social thought 
and the discipline of Sociology. Some time ago Rose Coser attempted to integrate 
" Role Distance" into reference group theory, now an attempt will be made to 
unearth its roots in one of Durkheim's major works. If the attempt is successful we 
shall have located the theory in at least a tributary of "mainstream" Sociology 
gaining a better understanding of Goffman's theory and method in the process. 
Goffman suggests that when an individual 'breaks role' or indicated that what he is 
doing is not what he is he is responding to social pressures not unlike those Durkheim 

identified as sucidogenic. By transfonning Durkheim's conceptualization to address 
more mundane, routine matters, Goffman is able to analyze behavior that has 
escaped traditional role analysis. A more detailed examination of Suicide and "Role 
Distance" provides textual support for this hy pothesized theoretic continuity. 

In Suicide (1966), Durkheim establishes a relation between collective (social) 
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